This activity allows McKenzie to recreate her name from a model by placing the letters of her name on the Velcro tabs. The template can be folded in half to allow this activity to expand to recreating her name without a model.

This activity allows McKenzie to recreate her name by placing the correct letter bead onto the pipe cleaner until her name has been completed. She can use the picture as a model until she is able to complete this activity without a model.

This activity allows McKenzie to sort shapes into different slots of the egg poachers. Other containers can be used to place the shapes into.
This activity allows McKenzie to sort the different modes of transportation into the slots of the egg poachers. Other containers can be used to place the shapes into.

This activity allows McKenzie to string beads onto a pipe cleaner. The activity can be expanded by having her recreate a pattern of beads by colors.

This activity allows McKenzie to sort buttons by color. She was not as successful with all of the buttons pictured but did an excellent job of sorting 3 buttons of each color. As she gains mastery, more buttons can be added.